Absolute spectroscopic factors are derived using radial wave functions determined from magnetic electron scattering. Multipole sum rules are used to relate these spectroscopic factors to occupation numbers obtained from electron scattering. We conclude that a large part (~ 30-40%) of the single-particle strength is not observed. This makes questionable the practice to normalize spectroscopic factors to sum rule values.
Our understanding of single-particle properties of nuclei is based to a large extent upon single-nucleon transfer reactions. The nuclear structure information contained in these reactions can conveniently be ex. pressed in terms of spectroscopic factors, S~, which basically measure the overlap of a ground state target wave function ¢j(A) with the product of a final state ~j,(A -~ 1) and a single particle (hole) wave function ~ba. From a theoretical point of view the single particle properties of the ground state ~j of a nucleus can be characterized in terms of the so-called one-body density matrix elements of multipolarity ;~: pa x), ~ = (2X + 1)-tl2(~kgll [a~,ra a~,ir3](~')ll if j) (1) where a denotes all labels required to completely specisingle-particle state (n~, Is, ]a). The diagonal ,x),r 3 can, through a well-known intermediate state expansion [1, 2] , be directly related to a sum over the observables $2.
Up to now uncertainties in the absolute normalization of spectroscopic factors have limited the useful. ness of the relation between O(a x) and S a as a means to compare phenomenological values of p(a x) with those predicted by nuclear models. In fact in the absence of a satisfactory and independent normalization procedure for Sa it has been common practice to adjust the parameters employed in the DWBA analysis in such a way that near closed shell nuclei p(a 0),-~ 1 for occupied states t~. However, there is considerable interest in an accurate determination of absolute S-factors, which then could be used to obtain n(x) In particular deviations from unity of p(O)coalSprovide direct evidence on deviations from the independent particle picture, such as predicted e.g. in renormalized BruecknerHartree-Fock theories [3] .
Uncertainties in the absolute values of S-factors as determined in a standard DWBA analysis have three main origins: (i) uncertainties in the reacton mechanism, such as possible contributions from multistep processes; these effects can to a certain extent be taken into account by an optimal choice of the optical potentials and use of finite range DWBA codes; moreover, for the cases discussed in this letter, name. ly excitation of states in spherical nuclei with appreciable single-particle strength, they are believed to be relatively unimportant; (ii) uncertainty in the overlap of the wave functions of projectile and ejectile; in recent years it has become clear that this quantity can be obtained reliably either from first principle calculations (as in the case of the p-d or d-t overlap), or by application of forward dispersion relations to low energy scattering data [4] ; (iii) a final source of uncertain-0 031-9163/82/0000-0000/$ 02.75 © 1982 North-Holland 1 ties is due to incomplete knowledge of the radial wave function of the bound state es to (from) which the nucleon is being transferred. In general this valence orbit is chosen according to some recipe (e.g. Woods-Saxon well with radius r 0 = 1.2A 1/3 fm, or a value extrapolated from positive energy scattering data). However, as has been pointed out in ref. [5] absolute values of Sfactors are very sensitive to the choice of the rms radius r * a. Typically a 1% increase in the rms radius results in a 10% reduction in S: AS/S ~ lOAr/r. This last uncertainty, which is presently the dominant one, can be reduced considerably by making use of the information on valence wave functions obtained in recent elastic magnetic electron scattering experiments [7] . These experiments have shown that the rms radius of a valence orbit can be determined with a typical error of only 1%. It is our aim to report in this letter the results of a reanalysis of existing single-nucleon transfer reaction data for cases where both accurate rms radii are available and reliable (relative) S-factors exist. We will then use these "new" S-factors in a sum rule approach to obtain p(a x) , in particular for the simple case X = A = 2j s. In this way we will be able to draw conclusions on the single-particle strength distribution for the nuclei 51V and 87Sr.
In magnetic electron scattering on an odd-A target nucleus with stretched spin J=Js = ls + 1/2 the contribution to the cross section of the highest possible multipole A = 2/~ can to a very good approximation be factorized as [7, 8] (2) where gr3 is the nucleon g-factor; the normalization factor p(~) (which is unity in the extreme single-par-"r 3 ticle case) corresponds to the diagonal matrix element defined in eq. (1); the single-particle form factor F (A) is the Fourier transform of the single-particle radial wave function density:
As an important consistency check it is then possible .1 The non-local nature and the uncertainty of the surface thickness of the potential used to calculate radial wave functions is not a problem for the nodeless surface peaked wave functions considered in the following; see ref. [6] . (3a) and (3b)] have frequently been applied to low multipolarities X [9, 10] . In the present analysis we concentrate on the high X since they allow to compare transfer and (e,e) results. We note that the stretched case (X = 2ja, J = ja) constitutes a particularly simple case. First, for not too small ja the 6-j coefficients decrease very rapidly with increasing final state J'. Therefore possible strength associated with the high spin states, which in general are located at higher excitation energies, and thus more difficult to detect, does not play a role. Secondly, in the stretched case one-body observables are proportional to a single diagonal matrix element ^(x) [as in eq. (2)]. P~ In applying eqs. (2) and (3) to experimental data some care is needed. First, in addition to the impulse approximation contribution [eq. (2)] the experimental electron scattering cross sections receive small contributions from meson exchange current (MEC) [11] processes. The effect of these MEC have been calculated and give a correction of 1-1.5% on the rms radius [7] and a 8% correction on the normalization p(h_). Sec~t (t 3 ondly, corrections arise from the fact that elastic electron scattering and transfer reactions probe the singleparticle wave function in different frames. In electron scattering the appropriate coordinate is r -R A , whereas the overlap wave function which enters in the DWBA analysis depends on the relative coordinate r -RA_ 1 . Similarly the occupation matrix elements p(X) are defined in the (not translational invariant) shell model frame, where the experimental S-factors are intrinsic quantities. Using a harmonic oscillator Shell model the quantities in the various frames can, however, be related in a simple way [2, 12] : for a state with principal quantum number N the shell model S-factor, S SM, is related to the measured Sa according to S SM = [(A -1)/A]NSe, and the electron scattering from factors in shell model and intrinsic frames are related through the Tassie-Barker factor. The conversion from Ca(r -RA_I) to ~a(r -R A ) introduces a radial scaling by a factor [A/(A -1)]1/2. This latter correction is particularly important given the strong dependence of S on the rms radius of Ca(r).
A-~,r3 (J') = ~_J (T'T z ½r 31 TT z)2S~-(f)
In recalculating the S-factors using the radial wave functions Ca(r) determined from electron scattering we proceed as follows. The transfer cross sections depend mainly on the asymptotic normalization of the bound state wave function [8] , but are rather insensitive to the inner part due to the strong absorption of composite projectiles or ejectiles (see also ref.
[6]). When using the information on the ~ba(r) obtained from (e,e) the asymptotic normalization of the wave function used in the original analysis changes by a certain factor. The S-factors listed in the literature then change by the inverse factor.
Before discussing the quantitative impact of electron scattering on spectroscopic factors we want to comment on one possible complication neglected in previous work [7, 13] . If the valence protons and neutron occupy the same ] shell, the magnetic cross section [eq. (2)] will receive contributions from both. As an illustration we discuss the case of 49Ti (with a shell model configuration (lrfT/2)2(vf7/2) 7) for which the M7 form factor has been measured [7] . Unfortunately, no transfer data have been published in which bound state parameters and all final states are unambiguously identified; we therefore have not attempted to reanalyze the absolute S-factors, and exploit the relative n to p contributions only.
The neutron and proton contributions can be separated using the fact that in the sum rule (3) the final states reached in (p, d) and (d, 3He) reactions [14] have a different isospin weighing. If the unidentified T< strength is distributed over the final spins according to ref. [8] we obtain P~)2,-= 0.02 and p(7~)2 n = 1.03, which amounts to a 3%~contribution o~p~otons to the M7 form factor. We consequently may neglect the analogous contributions in the case of 51V and 87Sr.
We now examine the nuclei 51V and 87Sr for which valence wave functions ~(r) and p(A) are accurately known from electron scattering [7] . The transfer cross sections for these two nuclei have been carefully reana. lyzed by Moalem [5, 15] using modern optical potentials, coupling constants and EFRDWBA codes. The re. suit of the analysis described above is the following:
For 51V, a nucleus with a (rifT/2) 3 configuration, the valence orbit radius from electron scattering, corrected for MEC and converted to the intrinsic frame, amounts to 4.10 + 0.05 fm. In order to correspond to this radius, the spectroscopic factors derived [ 15] from pick-up reactions *2 have to be renormalized by a factor 0.79. Using eq. (3a) we obtain' P7/2 (7) ,p = 0.62, which is to be compared to the value 0.93 -+ 0.06 given by electron scattering. For 87Sr, which has a (vg9/2) -I configuration, the corresponding rms radius is 4.85 + 0.07 fm, the renormalization factor 0.69. The resulting pb~, n deduced from pickup reactions [6]is 0.49, while the corresponding value from electron scattering is 0.76 -+ 0.05. This discrepancy is not restricted to the = 2in case; in fact, application of the monopole (k = 0) sum rule for 87 Sr yields for the neutron hole numbre(rN(-) = p(9~)2,n =0~83 and,f~r the particle number N = 4.29 so that N -J + N t J is only 5.12 compared to the shell model value of 10. For 51V the correspond- We conclude that an important fraction of the single-particle strength is missing in both p(0) and p(A) if these are deduced from transfer reactions. Therefore the practice to normalize S to sum rule strengths is not justified. Without the electron scattering information . 2 We restrict ourselves primiarily to pick-up data since in stripping no clear distinction between contributions from / =I+ 1/2 and/=1-1/2 canbemade. 3 on p~A) one would not be able to tell whether the missing strength is to be found in the pick-up or stripping reaction; with this information we can draw more definite conclusions, e.g. the 40% missing X = 7 strength in the 51V(d, 3He) reaction should be located in relatively low spin states at higher excitation energies (E ~> 3 MeV).
We expect that part of this strength is very likely identifiable in transfer to discrete states, since on the basis of short range correlations one expects only 10-20% of the strength to be pushed to very high excitation energies (E I> 6 MeV).
